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Fred and Ted were not
very smart. They
were always getting

things wrong. The only work
they could get was digging
holes and painting. They were
easy jobs but Fred and Ted still
made mistakes. They dug holes
in the wrong places, or painted
things the wrong color. Once
they painted a floor and then
walked on it while the paint
was still wet. 

One day their boss asked
them to paint a flagpole outside
the office building. “This
shouldn’t be too difficult for
them to do,” their boss thought.
“All they need is paint and brushes.”

Their boss told them where the paint and brushes were and went
away. An hour later he came back. Fred and Ted were not painting
the flagpole. They didn’t even have the paint and brushes. Fred was
standing against the flagpole and Ted was standing on his shoulders,
trying to reach the top of it with a ruler. 

“What are you two men doing?” their boss asked.
“We have to find out how much paint we need,” Ted said, “so

we’re measuring the flagpole.”
“That’s not the way to do it,” their boss said. “Pull the flagpole

out of the ground, and lay it down. 
“Ha!” Fred said, “We’re not stupid. We can’t measure how high

it is that way. We can only measure how long it is.”
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Match each word with its meaning.

1. wet a. tool used for painting

2. mistake b. something done wrong

3. brush c. having water on or in something

Choose the best answer.

1. What is this story about?

a. a famous paint company b. a hard-working farmer
c. two bad painters d. a mean boss

2. In this story, what are the men trying to paint?

a. a hole b. a flagpole
c. the floor d. a building

3. What stupid thing do the men do?

a. measure the wrong pole b. do an easy job a difficult way
c. take too long for a small job d. paint the pole the wrong color

4. What does “measure” mean?

a. find the length b.  look closely at
c. put paint on d.  tell how to do

Fill in each blank with the correct word.

A boss wanted to find an easy job for two workers to do.  The workers were not very

_____.  The boss told the men to _____ a flagpole.  The two men tried to measure the

_____.  Their boss told them to lay the flagpole on the _____.  The men said, “That

will tell us how _____ it is, not how high.”

flagpole             ground             long             paint             smart




